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A no-stress case management experience 
is our top priority, and that starts with a 
dedicated team working every day for you.

With over 90 years’ experience, Huseby has been providing the highest 
quality service and technology in the industry. 

In the following pages you will learn more about your case support, the technology 
included and the behind-the-scenes security and quality control to make your 
deposition experience letter-perfect.

Our mission is simple, “Excellence in every interaction”.
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A no-stress case management experience 
is our top priority, and that starts with a 
dedicated team working every day for you.

WHO WE ARE
Huseby has grown into one of the most successful litigation support 
service providers in the country. The Huseby family is deep rooted in the 
legal community with three generations of court reporting professionals 
dating back to 1928. Scott Huseby Sr., Chairman, successfully combines 
his expertise and family legacy with the personalized local service feel 
Huseby brings to all of its clients.

Trusted Experience.

Huseby provides the resources, international reach, cutting-edge products,
state-of-the-art technological solutions and extensive support services for 
your most complex litigation. In addition, we have the ability to be nimble 
which allows us to execute better than anyone.

Single Source Provider.

Huseby has invested significant resources into its information technology 
and internal workflow, designed to offer clients unparalleled security
and quality. While other national court reporting firms employ a very 
decentralized business model with Production and IT infrastructure scattered 
in many places, we centralize core operations to provide the ability for
strong oversight and managed security controls.

Robust Security.

Our Quality Assurance program is part of our corporate DNA. It informs each
step of each process from the client relationship team to the back office. It is 
in place from beginning to end. We have a culture that believes in quality and 
we empower our people to be the best at what they do. Our product is
of the highest quality because we have transparency into our process and 
train our people to serve our clients and make good decisions.

Quality Management.

WHO WE ARE
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GET TO KNOW YOUR CASE MANAGER

STEPHANI BURGER
TEAM LEAD

We’re here for you. Clients choose Huseby because we 
understand the intricacies of complex mutli-party litigation. 
From the start, your case is entrusted to a Case Concierge 
who serves as the singlepoint-of-contact, around-the-clock.

CASE MANAGEMENT

Gain control. We will deploy and manage 
the case program so you don’t have to.

The Case Manager serves as your single-point-of-contact.

Let us handle the logistics and details. The Case Manager will oversee the details, from scheduling and 

master exhibit books, to delivery.

The National Scheduling team communicates with each other to match the right resources with each job 
requirement, anywhere your depositions take you.

Production Visibility provides transparency throughout the case so you receive the same quality and service 
every time.

“After using the service of your company for 
a large, multi-jurisdictional case, I must tell 
you how extremely pleased I am at the level 
of talent and technical expertise exhibited by 
your reporters and staff.”

- Partner, Alston & Bird
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SPECIALIZED COURT REPORTERS

• Exceptional reporters with a command of special terminology accurately capture expert testimony for
next-day expedites or any other turnaround requested.

• Reporters come well-prepared with word lists, notices, participant names, and case details - delivering
accurate results with professional and respectful service.

• Take advantage of a realtime transcript feed.  Avoid the disruption of readbacks, instantly flag testimony
for on-the-fly questioning, and collaborate with team members viewing live feed.

RELIABLE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

REPORTING - SCHEDULING - PRODUCTION

 EASY, CONSISTENT, LOCAL SCHEDULING

• Our schedulers are experts in your local market and we have teams of local schedulers across the country,
ready to assist wherever your case takes you.

• Pairing the same reporter(s) provides consistency and continuity across your client’s case.

• Time is a valuable asset.  Simply drag-n-drop a notice, LiveChat with a local rep or contact our calendar
team directly for consistent, reliable scheduling.

• The scheduling team works alongside your dedicated point-of-contact to calendar, coordinate, and
resource depositions specific to your standing order and location requirements.

FAST, RELIABLE, AND SECURE PRODUCTION

• Check the status of your transcript 24/7 with the Huseby Transcript Tracker.

• Trusted standing orders ensure reliable turnaround every time in your preferred format(s).

• Huseby’s processes and procedures are designed to comply with HIPAA and PII security standards.  Our
long-trusted production processes and procedures provide the most secure environment in the industry
and safeguard you and your client’s personal information.

• As your case evolves, the need to expedite a transcript can become critical.  Trust in our efficient production
team to deliver your valuable documents securely — on-time, every time.

• Count on Huseby to consistently provide a precise deposition transcript — key to a successful resolution for
your client.
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TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES 

Transcription Services 

If you have an audio file, a 
highly skilled reporter and 
transcriptionist can transcribe 
it. The quality of our work is 
unmatched. Have access to a 
state-of-the-art, secure web 
repository to upload audio 
files and for delivery of the 
finished transcription files. 

Audio Enhancement 

Enhancementservicesinclude: 
noise reduction to reduce 
static and / or background 
noise; normalizing audio so 
that quiet speakers become 
louder, louder speakers 
become softer and the entire 
file has a more uniform 
volume; editing audio to 
remove the parts you don't 
need. 

Security & Confidentiality 

Huseby takes data security 
very Seriously. Your files are 
securely transmitted to us 
using 256-bit SSL encryption, 
the highest level of security 
available. Data is stored in 
one of the most secure data 
center facilities in the world 
and has the highest security 
ratings for any data center 
company. 

"It really is a pleasure working with Huseby and I really appreciate the excellent service 
from them. Everyone I contact is very courteous and eager to help. In my opinion, 

Huseby is the BEST court reporting firm and I thank you:' - Legal Assistant, Wicker Smith 

Secure Upload Using Huseby FileShare 

We can accept files of any size, while also 
maintaining your current folder structure and 
file hierarchy. 

Delivery Capabilities 

Huseby has the capability to turnaround audio 
as quickly as the client requests, including same
day turnaround. 

Court Proceedings 

Court systems across the country are moving 
toward audio recordings of proceedings, 
which require you to request a CD and have it 
transcribed to receive a transcript. 

Meetings 

Meetings are a very important part of 
any business, club, group, government or 
association, which is why it is especially valuable 
to keep a record. 

Calls and Messages 

Huseby has the ability to pull recordings from 
almost any device, including a recorded phone 
call or messages left on a cell phone. 

Interviews 

Types of work include legal interviews, law 
enforcement, government, research, medical, 
focus groups, telephone interviews and much 
more. 
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Live Video Stream

Feel like you are in the deposition room and 
experience face-to-face interaction with live 
HD video. Video can be displayed in speaker 
view, gallery view, or fullscreen mode - which 
highlights the deponent’s video feed.

If you have dual monitors, take advantage of 
tile customization to break apart both exhibit 
and video modules and spread your deposition 
experience across multiple screens.

View the deponent in full-screen mode, while 
managing, previewing, and presenting exhibits 
from a separate screen.  

Have video and non-PDF documents pulled up 
and and ready to screen share in full-screen 
mode.

HusebyConnect’s robust exhibit presentation 
module allows counsel to present exhibits 
electronically, make annotations and mark 
with an exhibit sticker into the record. Exhibit 
numbering can be manual or automated. 

Marked exhibits are saved into a dedicated Final 
Exhibit folder, immediately available to search, 
sort, share, and download.

Extensive annotation features allow counsel 
and/or the deponent to highlight, redact, and 
add shapes/arrows as either a point of reference 
or to be made a permanent part of the exhibit.
Annotations can be moved or edited prior to 
saving.

Managing exhibits during the deposition is easier 
than ever before.  New exhibits can be uploaded 
before or during the deposition proceedings. 
Exhibits can be marked ahead of time or on-
the-fly, are updated instantly and saved into a 
dedicated exhibit folder.  They are available for 
immediate access throughout your case.

Counsel has access to a complete history of all 
exhibits in the portal.  Exhibits can be searched, 
sorted, shared, and downloaded after the 
deposition is complete.

Electronic Exhibit Presentation

Break-Apart Tiles

Exhibit Management

HusebyConnect 2.0
A ROBUST PLATFORM FOR YOUR 
MOST COMPLEX CASES
HusebyConnect 2.0 is our newly re-designed 
industry-leading, proprietary remote deposition 
platform with live video stream, integrated 
electronic exhibit presentation, and a case 
management portal. Utilize TILES to customize 
your layout.

HusebyConnect
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HUSEBY HOTSEATERS

• Help determine the best screen configuration for your needs
• Organize all exhibits
• Set up private/shared folders for pre-event prep and courtesy copies during event—your

“digital bankers box.”
• Show all parties what to expect during proceedings throughout your case
• Dry run internally the night before to test the technology

During Proceedings

• Respond to verbal commands relating to exhibit display
• Manage the exhibit folders (marked/potential)
• Mark exhibits as presented and move to shared folder for courtesy copies
• Provide witness with control of the document as requested
• Save witness annotations to create a new exhibit

Other Benefits  

• Neutral - working for both sides
• Control and manage breakout rooms
• Assist with any technical issues
• Record exhibits being presented—providing the client with picture-in-picture video for trial

What can you expect from your Huseby Hotseater?  

Elevate Exhibit Presentation with an Expert Hotseater 
for Your Depositions, Mediations, and Arbitrations

Pre-Event
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TRIAL DEMONSTRATIVES

When putting arguments in front of a judge, jury, or arbiter, you want visuals that are understandable. Our 
graphic designers and expert technicians help bring vision to your case and present it clearly.

Custom Graphics & Illustrations, Timelines, and Animations

Top graphic quality. Patents, medical procedure diagrams, and more—show them with visually-stunning tech.

Complex done simple. With complex timelines and processes, graphics reduce intricate concepts to easily-
understood, case-winning images for a jury.

Tell a story. Pair testimony and arguments with graphics that tell the story how you want it to be told.

Memorable visuals. Leave the jury with a unified, robust mental image that sticks.

Win the case early. Save trial time by starting out the gate strong in your negotiations, depositions, and more.

Custom Timelines Graphic & Interactive 
Timelines

Construction Animation

Color-Coded Illustrations Patent Illustrations & 
Animation

Pharmaceutical Illustrations

Polarization - State of the Art in 2006 
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"A trigger valve exterior frame to which 
the main valve control channel is fluidly connected" 
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Tutortal: Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM) 

CGMsystem 
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